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Forward. 
The ‘Magic Tree’ is a unique feature to the Various Graitec macros that it is embedded within, we see examples of 

this in the Stairs and in this case the railing macros, so let’s explain the background behind this mechanism to 

navigate a macro and look at the examples within the Railing macros. 

Basis of the Tree Navigation. 
The Tree is a concept within macro design, to allow the user to have an easier navigation of a complex macro 

structure, to allow them multiple access to various elements and sub elements within the tool. 

Basic idea of the magic tree. 
Typically, the mechanism allows for the user to transfer various parameters between a series of items that re in a 

direct relationship to each other, (Propagation of Parameter State).     The Display of this interface is typically using a 

Self-Expanding/ Collapsing mechanism, this allows the top-level Branch to transfer down into the Subbranches of the 

Tree Structure within the dialog.  (Sometimes referred to as a Parent to child relationship). 

 

When using the Tree, it can also be used when there are multiple tab widows within the macro, the mechanism 

allows the user to select a branch within the tree and a different window tab to affect elements only within that 

branch and relative to the settings of that sub window tab.     We see use of this in some of the more complex 

situations within the macro, that are dealing with for example fixing lugs. 
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Multi-edit Status  
When using the Tree, the user may see situations where elements within the sub-branches are different, there is a 

different type of ending set for each rail element or bend arrangement, when this occurs the user will see a multi 

edit state of the macro, thus indicating that there is a difference within the dialog settings for each subbranch.  

 

An example of this is where there is a common main element and maybe the sub-branches have different settings, 

the dialog will display with a ‘Varies’, for a dropdown selector type.  

 

An example when a check box setting is different between the subbranch settings, it is displayed as filled black cell. 
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Warning messages. 
In some instances, the differences in the subbranch settings will cause the macro to display a warning message 

rather than the Tree branching.  

 

Selecting into a lower branch of the Tree allow the macro to then display the settings for that level of the tree. 
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The Railing Magic Tree. 
Within the Various dialogs of the Railing macro, we can see the use of the Tree dialog to help users control and 

navigate the functions of the macro.  We walk through each of these locations and discuss the elements being 

influenced by the Tree dialog and its branching.  

Posts>Positioning> Post Distribution zone 
Within the dialog image shown below, there is the post distribution zone, and the user will see the Tree being used 

within the segmentation of the railing, being able to control at the top branch for all Segments, but then if so 

required each sub branch level, to control the start and end offsets for example within a segment of multiple one 

available within the overall rail. 

Note: whilst at the tip level, some of the dialogs show as Varies, this is a multi-Edit state mentioned earlier in the 

document. 

 

Handrails>Middle Rails>Properties side tab. 
If the railing has multiple middle rails, spaced within the panel, these may be different or the same sizes, this again is 

where the Tree is used to differentiate if required between the profile selected from the Database. 
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Handrails>Ending Type 
This use of the tree within the macro we now start to multiple branching within the dialog window, the tree is now 

controlling the ending types for primary elements of top and middle rails within the railing arrangement. 

This requires each main element to have a Start and End Type selected, they could be different at each end.   Also, 

when multiple primary elements such as Middle Rails, they are now multiple conditions for the start and end types 

for those also.  

Selecting at the Top Element level for middle rail and applying an ending type, filters through the branching into the 

corresponding middle rails, so they are all the same.   If there is a different type require at a particular branch 

element, expanding the tree and selecting that branch will allow the alteration of that branch element only.  

 

Handrails>Ending 
Within this dilaog , we see multiple branching of the Tree arrangment, controlling each ending type set under the 

previous tab for ending type.  Following the same prinicple, the ending detail is controlled by selecting the requried 

branch level and adjusting the settings accordingly.  
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Noting that this is also where the user will possibly see Warning messages, but to differences, that come from the 

previous Ending type Settings, that the sub-branches are different for say Start and End types within an element (top 

Handrail) 

 

Handrails>Caps 
Within this tree dialog we see the options for the various rail elements of the macro, again we see the branching 

within those primary elements to allow the user to select each end of a rail and set he require Cap arrangement.  

Some elements maybe disabled, if they are not currently active within the macro dialog, for example, there maybe 

no grabrail being used, so it will not be active. 

 

Infill>Properties>Picket Distribution Zone. 
Within this dialog the tree is used to control the settings differences found between a straight or a curved rail 

section, as the distribution methods can be different on curved railing. 
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Grabrail>Ending 
Within this dialog, the tree is again used to set the different start and end types, or make them the same,  we can 

see they are different because the top branch level has a blacken checkbox,   in this case the start has a formed end, 

the End of the grabrail has nothing set currently. 

 

Post connections>connection Definition>plate side tab. 
The tree is present within the Post connections, this is used to differentiate between the different segments of a 

railing, as some elements may be level and other sloping, thus requiring different base arrangements or offsets. 
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Post connections>connection Definition>Connectors side tab. 
Again, in combination with the Tree dialog, the connectors can be defined differently via the use of this tree dialog 

for the separate rail segments.  

 

Post connections>connection Definition>Positioning side tab. 
Again in combination with the Tree dialog, the positioning of connectors can be defined differently via the use of this 

tree dialog for the separate rail segments.  
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Post connections>connection Definition>Holes side tab. 
Again, in combination with the Tree dialog, the holes can be defined differently via the use of this tree dialog for the 

separate rail segments.  

 

Handrail Connections> Middle Handrail to post>Welds 
When working with multiple rail segments, the railing may be come split into a series of panels for installation, with 

the use of the tree Dialog, each branch of the tree can be selected to influence the weld location, site, or shop, thus 

allowing the separation of railing panels, if so required. 
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Handrail Connections>Fixing lugs>Lug side tab 
The use of the tree within the lugs, give flexibility to the user, that may require a different detail within an overall 

arrangement, at that location the tab measurements maybe different than the core settings set at the top level, so 

within a sub Branch based upon post location the user can then change. 

 

Handrail Connections>Fixing lugs>Bolts side tab 
The tree branching continues to filter down, based upon previous explanations the user can also influence a 

different bolt size and type should they so require. 
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Handrail Connections>Fixing lugs>Positioning side tab 
The Tree dialog, using a subbranch at this location also allows the user to influence only that connector location 

within the overall lug scheme, should they so need too. 

 

Handrail connections>Handrail to Handrail 
 This area of the macro dialog we are dealing with multiple corners and within those corners, there are multiple rail 

elements to be considered, each of those having their own arrangements or same arrangements within how the 

corner is formed within that segment of the rail. 

The use of the tree here allows the user to differentiate between the various rail elements at a specific corner 

location and then set the required parameters under that corner location.    

The use of the Tree dialog condenses the dialog arrangement, reducing the need for multiple sub tabs and side tabs, 

as these are replaced by the tree branching.  
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Summing up 
Use of the tree dialog combined with the other more expected approach to dialog design, can lead to the better 

interaction and flow within the macro for the user, the use initially may take a short time to become accustomed to 

its use and how it propagates the various settings into the branching of the Tree.   But in these complex macros, with 

multiple layers of settings, that are cross references between dialogs to achieve the required outputs, this 

mechanism allows the user the easy of flow between those branches of the macro interface. 
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